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The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate and evaluate the use ofBayesian dynamic borrowing (Viele
et al, in Pharm Stat 13:41-54, 2014) as a means of systematically utilizing historical information with spe-
cific applications to large-scale educational assessments. Dynamic borrowing via Bayesian hierarchical
models is a special case of a general framework of historical borrowing where the degree of borrowing
depends on the heterogeneity among historical data and current data. A joint prior distribution over the
historical and current data sets is specified with the degree of heterogeneity across the data sets controlled
by the variance of the joint distribution. We apply Bayesian dynamic borrowing to both single-level and
multilevel models and compare this approach to other historical borrowingmethods such as complete pool-
ing, Bayesian synthesis, and power priors. Two case studies using data from the Program for International
Student Assessment reveal the utility of Bayesian dynamic borrowing in terms of predictive accuracy. This
is followed by two simulation studies that reveal the utility of Bayesian dynamic borrowing over simple
pooling and power priors in cases where the historical data is heterogeneous compared to the current
data based on bias, mean squared error, and predictive accuracy. In cases of homogeneous historical data,
Bayesian dynamic borrowing performs similarly to data pooling, Bayesian synthesis, and power priors. In
contrast, for heterogeneous historical data, Bayesian dynamic borrowing performed at least as well, if not
better, than other methods of borrowing with respect to mean squared error, percent bias, and leave-one-out
cross-validation.
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The elicitation of substantive prior information is a difficult problem for subject-area
researchers wishing to use Bayesian statistical methods (O’Hagan et al., 2006). In the absence of
a history of cumulative inquiry on a particular problem, researchers will typically rely on software
default settings that presume non-informative or weakly informative prior distributions for model
parameters. One area in which a wealth of historical information exists that can be leveraged to
elicit informative priors for substantive research concerns the analysis large-scale educational
assessments (LSAs) (see, e.g., Rutkowski, Von Davier, & Rutkowski, 2013).

In the setting of LSAs such as the OECD Program for International Student Assessment
(PISA) (OECD, 2002), different assessment cycles are often several years apart (e.g., every three
years for PISA). Considering PISA in particular, on the one hand, the target group has always been
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in-school 15-year-old students, and many variables of policy importance have been repeatedly
measured across cycles such that borrowing across cycles may improve the precision of param-
eter estimates, particularly when cycles are relatively homogeneous. On the other hand, due to
time differences, historical large-scale educational assessment data may likely differ from the
new data due to technology advancement (e.g., computer-based assessments versus paper-based
assessments), changes in student knowledge structure, or unexpected societal/population changes
over the past years, such as the current coronavirus pandemic. These need to be accounted for in
historical borrowing to control bias.

To make use of historical information while accounting for the potential endogenous and
exogenous changes across assessment cycles, this paper extends the method of Bayesian dynamic
borrowing (BDB) (Viele et al., 2014), originally introduced and applied to clinical trial data, to
the context of LSAs through dynamically incorporating historical LSA data with current LSA
data. The basic idea is that when the effects of interest in the historical studies are similar to the
effects of interest in the new study, the amount of borrowing will be strong and thus the precision
of parameter estimates can be improved. When the effects of interest in the historical studies
differ greatly from the effects of interest in the new study, the amount of borrowing will be weak
and thus the bias due to borrowing can be controlled. Thus, an attractive feature of BDB is that a
researcher can account for the fact that not all historical data, even from the same survey program,
are of equivalent design or quality. In the case of PISA specifically, the assessment underwent
relatively important design changes, and as such, are not perfectly commensurate with earlier
cycles of PISA. BDB priors automatically adjust borrowing strength based on the heterogeneity
between the historical data sets and the current data through joint prior distributions of historical
and current parameters. Also, the hyperpriors of the joint prior distributions can be systematically
adjusted to reflect the analysts’ degree of confidence in the importance, quality, or comparability
of sources of prior data.

It is important to note that a crucial feature of LSAs such as PISA is that they are usually
generated from a multistage sampling design. For example, the sampling framework for PISA
(OECD, 2019) utilizes a two-stage stratified design (see, e.g., Kaplan&Kuger, 2016) for all cycles
and most countries. These designs must be accounted for in any statistical modeling effort—
Bayesian or otherwise—and certainly they must be addressed when borrowing information from
historical data sources of similar design to inform current analyses. More often than not, the
proper analytic tool to address substantive questions from large-scale assessments is multilevel
modeling (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).

For ease of communication in this paper, and tofix terminology,wewill use the termhierarchi-
cal model in the fully Bayesian sense. That is, Bayesian hierarchical models treat all parameters as
random variables described in terms of prior probability distributions, which in turn are described
by hyperparameters and hyperprior distributions (Gelman, Carlin, Stern, Vehtari, & Rubin, 2014;
Kaplan, 2014). We will then use the term multilevel linear model (e.g., Raudenbush & Bryk,
2002) to describe a specific Bayesian hierarchical model applicable to substantive problems using
large-scale assessments with multilevel structures (e.g., students nested in schools with covariates
at each level). For the methods described in this paper, the parameters that control the amount of
dynamic borrowing, as well as the parameters of the multilevel models, are all contained within
the general framework of Bayesian hierarchical models.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate and evaluate BDB through hierarchical models
(Viele et al., 2014) as a means incorporating historical data with specific reference to LSAs.
BDB is dynamic in the sense that prior distributions can vary depending on the heterogeneity
between the historical data sets and the current data set of interest. Through jointly modeling of
parameters from the historical data sets and the current data set, prior strength depends on the
similarity between the historical data and the current data. In contrast, static borrowing refers
to borrowing based on historical information only (Viele et al., 2014) and thus prior strength
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does not automatically vary based on the similarity between the historical data and the current
data. For example, with static borrowing, fixed prior strength might be based on a researcher’s
judgment about how similar the historical information and current information would be, but this
prior strength would not automatically be adjusted based on the heterogeneity between historical
data and current data to supplement the researcher’s judgment. On the other hand, with dynamic
borrowing, a hyperprior might be specified to indicate the researcher’s judgment regarding the
similarity between the historical data and the current data, and also the heterogeneity between the
historical data and the current data is accounted for by the joint prior.

The significance of this paper is threefold. First, as noted earlier, LSAs have been in operation
for decades, and a wealth of historical information is available that can be used to systematically
inform present analyses. For example, as of this writing, PISA has seven cycles of data going
back to 2000. The PISA assessment program is the most policy-relevant international large-scale
assessment in operation and also very expensive, and so it is important that novel approaches to
data analysis that can leverage the information across assessments continue to be developed. As
an aside however, BDB is not only applicable to PISA or other comparable LSAs; applications to
other types of data collection strategies are possible, and these are highlighted in the Conclusions
section. Second, we have observed that although Bayesian methods are increasingly being used in
educational research (see, e.g., Kaplan & Park, 2013; Kaplan, 2016), to the best of our knowledge,
BDBhas never been applied in the context of LSAswherein it is common for educational outcomes
to bemodeled as a function ofmany covariates at both the individual and school level.We note that
although a few studies investigated the use of covariates in historical borrowing (e.g., O’Malley,
Normand, & Kuntz, 2002; Hobbs, Carlin, & Sargent, 2012), these studies were mostly situated in
clinical trial contexts, and furthermore, the extension of BDB to multilevel data structures with
covariates had not been evaluated. In the case of BDB, although Viele et al. (2014) examined
BDB for estimating the control rate in clinical trials, they pointed out that “the use of covariates in
formal borrowing of historical data has seemingly limited investigation/discussion in the literature,
revealing a potential research gap” (Viele et al., 2014 p. 16).Thus, this paper fills a gap in the
literature by implementing BDB in large-scale assessments and evaluating the method under the
multilevel context with various individual-level and group-level covariates through both real data
and simulation studies. Third, an important policy use of LSAs is prediction, and to the best
of our knowledge historical borrowing methods generally, and BDB specifically, have not been
evaluated in terms of their utility in providing accurate predictions. We examine this issue by
evaluating the use of historical borrowing methods in terms of point-wise predictive accuracy
using the leave-one-out cross-validation approach (see Vehtari, Gelman, & Gabry 2017; Vehtari,
Gabry, Yao, & Gelman 2019).

The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we situate our paper within the
broader literature on historical borrowing with a particular focus on four methods that have been
studied in other contexts—namely (a) complete pooling, (b) power priors, (c) Bayesian synthesis
of prior information, and (d) Bayesian dynamic borrowing, the latter being the main focus of this
study. As a baseline for comparison, we also examine the case where historical data are ignored
altogether, namely no historical borrowing. Then, we introduce the basic ideas of BDB. We fix
notation and concepts by demonstrating BDB with single-level linear models. This is followed
by our extension and implementation of BDB to multilevel data commonly encountered in large-
scale educational assessments. We motivate our discussion with reference to PISA but we argue
that these methods can be applied to other LSAs that follow multistage sampling designs such
as TIMSS (e.g., Martin, Mullis, & Hooper 2016) or NAEP (e.g., US Department of Education,
2019) and also to single-level or multilevel multi-cycle surveys in general.

We then present two case studies using data from PISA 2018 as the current data of interest
with borrowing from PISA 2003 through PISA 2015. We specify a single-level model in Case
Study 1 and a multilevel model in Case Study 2 to examine the impact of selected predictors on
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mathematics achievement. This is followed by two detailed simulation studies, one using a single-
level model and the other using a multilevel model, wherein we examine the behavior of BDB
under different sample sizes, priors, and degrees of heterogeneity of historical data compared
to the current data. Despite large-scale assessments usually having a multilevel data structure,
we include the evaluation of dynamic borrowing in single-level models for potential applications
to other research areas. We then conclude with a summary of practical conditions under which
borrowing information from historical data provides optimal results for current analyses.

1. Review of Methods for Historical Borrowing

Our paper is situated within the framework of historical borrowing, which has long been
applied in the clinical trials field (e.g., Pocock, 1976; Hobbs, Carlin, Mandrekar, & Sargent 2011;
Hobbs et al., 2012; Schmidli et al., 2014; Viele et al., 2014). The basic idea is that so-called
“standard care” control groups from previous trials can be incorporated into a current study to
increase the precision of parameter estimates and also possibly reduce the number of individuals
assigned to the control group, thereby lowering cost. However, one of the major challenges for
historical borrowing is to decide precisely how to borrow information from historical controls.
Specifically, the difficultywith historical borrowing lies in how to determine the similarity between
historical studies and the current study and thus determine the amount of borrowing.

This paper focuses specifically on dynamic borrowing using Bayesian hierarchical models
as described in Viele et al. (2014), which will be elaborated later in this paper, but it should be
noted that this kind of borrowing is not the only method in which historical data can be directly
incorporated into current analyses. We review a selected set of methods next.

1.1. Data Pooling: Integrative Data Analysis

A general framework for combining information from previous studies and which has gained
popularity in the social and behavioral sciences is referred to as integrative data analysis (IDA)
(Curran & Hussong, 2009, see also; Bainter & Curran, 2015); also referred to in the clinical trails
literature as individual participant data or mega-analysis (see, e.g., Sung et al., 2014; Tierney et
al., 2015). Integrative data analysis is a static borrowing procedure that was developed, in part, to
motivate the psychology community (and developmental psychologists in particular) to consider
pooling multiple sources of data in their studies. Under the assumption that the data sets to be
integrated are from comparable populations, and items are either identical or can be placed on
the same scale via item response theory methods, the IDA framework advocates the pooling of
the data. Data pooling is straightforward to implement and applicable to multilevel settings such
as LSAs. Therefore, we include complete pooling of historical data sets as one kind of static
borrowing scenario and compare it to BDB.

1.2. Bayesian Synthesis

An approach advocated by Marcoulides (2017) and referred to as Bayesian synthesis repre-
sents classical Bayesian updating and pools information from historical data sources through the
sequential specification of priors from previous analyses. In other words, the posterior results of
an analysis from one data set serve as the priors for another analysis, and the posterior results
from that analysis serves as the priors for the subsequent analysis, and so on until a final posterior
distribution is obtained. Marcoulides (2017) refers to this as augmented data-dependent priors.
According to Marcoulides (2017), assuming that the data sets are exchangeable, in the sense that
the labels of the data sets can be permuted without changing the impact of the sequence of priors,
then Bayesian synthesis has been shown through simulation studies to provide estimates that
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recover the true population parameter, particularly in large samples. For this paper, we examine a
special case of Bayesian synthesis whereby the average parameter estimates across the historical
cycles are used as informative priors for the current cycle of data.

1.3. Power Priors

Finally, a method that is popular in the biomedical sciences and beyond is referred to as
the power prior. The power prior can trace its current formulation to the work of Ibrahim and
Chen (2000) and Chen, Ibrahim, and Shao (2000). More recently, Ibrahim, Chen, Gwon, and
Chen (2015) provided a discussion of theory and applications of the power prior to problems in
various areas including human genetics, environmental science, clinical trials, and psychology.
The intention of the power prior is to provide a systematic method of eliciting informative priors
using historical data (see Ibrahim et al., 2015, for a detailed literature review).

Following Ibrahim and Chen (2000), let D0 = (n0, y0, x0) denote the current data set and
Dh = (nh, yh, xh) denote a single historical data set, where n0, y0, and x0, are the sample size,
outcome, and predictors in the current data. Similar notation holds for the historical data set. The
power prior distribution for a (possibly vector-valued) parameter of interest in the current study
θ0 is

p(θ0|Dh, ah) ∝ p(Dh |θ0)ah
p(θ0|ω0), (1)

where p(θ0|ω0) is the initial prior elicited before the historical data are observed, ω0 is a hyper-
parameter for the initial prior, and ah is a scalar prior parameter that is used to weight the historical
data relative to the probability of the current data. More specifically, the hyperparameter ω0 con-
trols the impact of p(θ0|ω0) on the entire prior and ah controls the influence of the historical
data on p(θ0|Dh, ah). That is, the parameter ah serves as a relative precision parameter for the
historical data. Notice that when ah = 0, the prior does not depend on the historical data and when
ah = 1, the power prior distribution (1) is simply the posterior distribution from the previous
study. Furthermore, the power prior in (1) can be easily extended to multiple historical data sets.
Let H (h = 1, 2, . . . H) represent the number of historical data sets, such as the past cycles of
PISA. Then,

p(θ0|Dh, ah) ∝
( H∏

h=1

[
p(Dh |θ0)

]ah

p(θ0|ω0)

)
. (2)

Traditional power priors are inherently static insofar as the current data are not directly
incorporated into the power prior itself. Hobbs et al. (2011, 2012) proposed dynamic borrowing
versions of power priors, referred to as commensurate priors, where the coefficient used to down-
weight the historical data is viewed as random and estimated based on a measure of the agreement
between the current and historical data. Specifically, Hobbs et al. (2011) proposed commensurate
priors where the prior mean for the current parameters of interest is conditional on the historical
population mean and the prior precision τ , referred to as commensurability parameter, reflects
the commensurability between the current and historical parameters (equation 4 in their paper).
Hobbs et al. (2011) evaluated the commensurate priors in a scenario of borrowing one historical
trial to analyze a single-arm trial. However, as discussed in Hobbs et al. (2012), the commensurate
prior models in Hobbs et al. (2011) had the problems that diffuse priors could actually become
undesirably informative and that the historical likelihood was considered as a component of the
prior rather than data. Therefore, Hobbs et al. (2012) proposed modified commensurate priors that
incorporated historical data as part of the likelihood for the current parameter estimation and had
empirical and fully Bayesian modifications for estimating the commensurate parameter τ . They
also extended themethod to general and generalized linear mixed regressionmodels in the context
of two successive clinical trials. The modified commensurate prior models in Hobbs et al. (2012)
were compared to several meta-analytic models where priors for the historical parameters and
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current parameters were jointly modeled, but historical data was not incorporated in the likelihood
of the current parameter estimation and thus the priors were not commensurate or dynamic. Com-
mensurate priors in Hobbs et al. (2012) were shown to provide more bias reductions compared to
several meta-analytic approaches they evaluated. The bias reduction was larger when there was
only one historical study compared to when there were two and three historical studies.

A relatively recent dynamic version of the power prior was considered by Liu (2018), in
which the power prior parameter is a continuous function of the p-value used to test the null
hypothesis that the current data are equivalent to the historical data. Evenmore recently, Thompson
et al. (2021) demonstrated another type of dynamic power prior where the power parameter is
determined based on similarity between part of the current data available at an interim look and
the historical outcome data. Then, a new measure of similarity between the current (interim)
and prior data is proposed with a pre-specified clinical similarity region deemed appropriate by
clinicians. Note that these dynamic power prior methods are specific to the clinical research area.
Extension of these methods to other contexts such as large-scale assessments requires considering
specific characteristics of data/model (e.g., data/model type, timeline of data collection, etc.) and
the availability of collaborative resources (e.g., subject experts) in those areas and is beyond on
the scope of this study.

Considering that the literature on dynamic power priors is sparse and applies specifically
to clinical trials only, in this paper, we compare BDB with the traditional power prior as it has
been much widely implemented beyond clinical trials and into fields such as genetics, health care,
psychology, environmental health, engineering, economics, and business (Ibrahim et al., 2015).

Regarding the comparisons among different borrowing methods, a recent review and tutorial
by Du et al. (2020) provided insights into the use of the methods discussed in the context of
comparing two independent or matched group means. Du et al. (2020) examined the behavior of
four methods of data synthesis: (a) meta-analysis, in which results at the individual study level are
aggregated and summarized, (b) integrative data analysis, which, as described above, combines
data from multiple studies into a single large data set for analysis, (c) data fusion based on aug-
mented data-dependent priors (AUDP) (see Marcoulides 2017), where each studies information
is sequentially included in the analysis and the contribution of each study is summarized, and (d)
data fusion using aggregated data-dependent priors (AGDP), where parameter estimates from a
set of studies are aggregated (such as calculating the mean) and then used as hyperparameters for
a focal study.1

Utilizing real data for the purposes of the tutorial, and examining a number of different data
structures, including multilevel data similar to large-scale assessment data structures, Du et al.
(2020) recommend avoiding AGDP because of the wide credible intervals they found in the case
study and the sensitivity of the results to the choice of the focal study. If raw data are available,
Du et al. (2020) recommend the use of IDA or AUDP. If only effect sizes are available, Du et al.
(2020) recommend meta-analysis or AUDP. In conclusion, Du et al. (2020) advise researchers to
carefully choose the method that aligns most closely to their research questions.

For the present study, we build on Du et al. (2020) in following ways. First, our focus is
specifically on Bayesian dynamic borrowing that Du et al. (2020) did not study. Second, we
compare BDBwith data pooling (IDA), Bayesian synthesis in the form of Du et al.’s 2020 AGDP,
and power priors because thesemethods are quite popular and it is not known a priori whether they
will perform the same, better, or worse than BDB. Third, in addition to common ways to evaluate
statistical methods (e.g., bias, MSE), we examine these historical borrowing methods in terms of
predictive performance, which we believe has not been examined before in this context. Finally,
we examine these methods in the context of meaningful case studies, but also, as recommended by

1The use of the term data fusion by Du et al. (2020) should not be confused with the use of the term by Rässler (2002)
or Rubin (1986) which focuses on the creation of synthetic data sets using a variety of different matching algorithms.
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Du et al. (2020), we supplement our case studies with simulation studies to provide a controlled
evaluation of the methods.

2. Bayesian Dynamic Borrowing

As noted earlier, the focus of this paper is specifically on Bayesian dynamic borrowing
with comparisons to integrative data analysis, Bayesian synthesis, and power priors. Viele et
al. (2014) proposed the idea of Bayesian dynamic borrowing, which incorporates heterogeneity
between the historical data and the current data into the specification of the prior such that
there would be strong borrowing when the historical data and the current data agree with each
other and weak borrowing when there are large discrepancies between the historical and current
data. Particularly, Viele et al. (2014) evaluated BDB in the context of case–control clinical trials
and compared it to no borrowing, pooling, single-arm trial, test-then-pool, and power priors
under different heterogeneity conditions for estimating a single parameter of interest, the control
proportion. Overall, BDB performed as well as pooling under homogeneous conditions and better
than pooling and closer to no borrowing under heterogeneous conditions.Variationswere observed
when different BDB hyperpriors were used.

2.1. Unique Features of BDB

Bayesian dynamic borrowing as proposed in Viele et al. (2014) and extended and evaluated
in this paper, differs from the borrowing methods discussed in the previous section in several
important ways. The key difference is that BDB incorporates the heterogeneity between the
historical data and the current data through the specification of a hierarchical prior. First, similar
to data pooling,BDBmakes use of all of the data, but focuses attentionon the joint prior distribution
of the parameters of interest. In this sense, BDB does not pool all of the observations into one
data set, but rather incorporates data similarity directly into the joint prior distribution.

Second, unlike traditional power priors that are based on historical data only, dynamic bor-
rowing accounts for the agreement between the historical data and the current data. Unlike com-
mensurate priors where current prior mean is conditional on historical population mean obtained
based on historical data (Hobbs et al., 2011; 2012), BDB priors jointly model both historical
parameters and current parameters, which follow the same prior mean. But consistent with Hobbs
et al. (2012), BDB allows historical data contributing to the current likelihood estimation. Eval-
uating commensurate priors to the context of large-scale assessments would warrant for further
research.

Third, dynamic borrowing differs from Bayesian synthesis insofar as priors are not just based
on historical data, which does not directly or simultaneously account for heterogeneity of the
historical and current data sets. Rather, dynamic borrowing utilizes all data simultaneously and
the assessment of heterogeneity across the data sets is controlled by the variance of the joint
distribution of the model parameters across all of the data sets.

Our paper contributes to the literature on historical borrowing by extending and demonstrating
the use of BDB described in Viele et al. (2014) to higher-dimensional multilevel data structures
with many covariates. We believe BDB is relatively intuitive and easy to implement in large-
scale assessments and education research areas. In addition, we compare BDB to the case of no
borrowing and to complete pooling, all within two substantively meaningful case studies and two
large simulation studies. Finally, we focus not only on typical measures of bias and mean squared
error, but also on predictive criteria using cross-validation measures.
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3. Bayesian Dynamic Borrowing for Single-Level Linear Models

Expanding on the notation in Viele et al. (2014) for single-level linear models, let β be a
vector of regression coefficients of interest. In our case study below, β contains the coefficients
relating mathematics achievement scores to a set of student-level demographic and contextual
variables. Let H denote the number of available historical cycles of data DH (h = 1, 2, . . . , H),
for example, past cycles of PISA, and β1,β2, . . . ,βH be the parameters of interest in each
historical data set, where it is assumed that there are at least some (if not many) variables that are
measured across cycles - a not unreasonable assumption in large-scale assessments. Furthermore,
let β0 be the parameters of interest in the current data set D0. Note that β can be a scalar. Then,
dynamic borrowing follows a Bayesian hierarchical structure and can be specified as follows:

β0,β1, . . . ,βH−1,βH ∼ N (μβ ,�β), (3)

and �β is an (H + 1) × (H + 1) covariance matrix written as

�β =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

�0
β 0 . . . 0 0
0 �1

β . . . 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 . . . �H−1
β 0

0 0 . . . 0 �H
β

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (4)

where �β allows for variances and covariances among parameters within cycles. For this paper,
we simplify the covariance structure in (4) and assume

�β = diag(τ 2, . . . , τ 2). (5)

Finally, for a fully Bayesian hierarchical model, we need to place priors onμβ and�β . We choose
the following conjugate priors

μβ ∼ N (μ,T) (6)

and the elements of �β are
τ 2 ∼ IG(δ, λ), (7)

where δ and λ are the shape and scale parameters, respectively, of the IG (inverse-Gamma)
distribution. Common choices for δ and λ in (7) are IG(1, λ) or (assuming δ = λ = ε) IG(ε, ε),
where ε is set to a low number (see, e.g., Gelman, 2006). Note that other priors for τ 2 can be
used, such as the half-Cauchy, half-normal, or half-t distributions (see, e.g., Gelman, 2006). It
is important to point out that (3) and (4) assume that the regression coefficients across cycles
are generated from a population with common means and covariance matrices. This is akin to
invoking an exchangeability assumption across the cycles of data; and although this assumption
might be difficult to maintain, it can be relaxed by allowing the regression coefficients and the
elements of the precision matrices to have cycle-specific prior distributions.

The key parameter for dynamic borrowing is the variance of the joint prior distribution, τ 2,
such thatwhenhistorical data is consistentwith the newdata, the posterior distributionwill bemore
heavily weighted toward a small τ 2 and thus there will be extensive borrowing from the historical
information. When historical data and the new data differ greatly, the posterior distribution will
be more heavily weighted toward a large τ 2 and thus there will be minimal borrowing.
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4. Bayesian Dynamic Borrowing For Multilevel Linear Models

In the previous section, we considered the single-level linear model which allows BDB to
be applied to models commonly used in less complex data collection situations. However, BDB
can be applied to more complex data collection situation such as multistage sampling designs
found in large-scale educational assessments. Specifically, large-scale educational assessments
almost always derive from some form of multistage sampling and this must be accounted for
in any substantive analysis. The most common approach to analyzing data from these designs
is multilevel modeling (Gelman & Hill, 2007; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). We begin by first
specifying a Bayesian multilevel linear model with individual-level and group-level predictors
for the current data. It is useful for our purposes to represent this model in matrix notation (e.g.,
Jackman, 2009; Gelman & Hill, 2007) with superscripts representing the historical and current
data. The multilevel model for the current data D0 can be written in the form of a fully Bayesian
hierarchical model (see Gelman et al., 2014, p. 389) as

y0i ∼ N (X0
i β

0
g, σ

2[0]
y ) for i = 1, . . . , n (8)

β0
g ∼ N (Z0

gγ
0,�0

β) for g = 1, . . . , G (9)

γ 0 ∼ N (μ0
γ ,�0

γ ) (10)

where X0 is an n × p matrix of p−1 individual-level predictors with one’s in the first column and
n as the number of individuals in total; β0

g is a p × 1 column vector of individual-level regression

coefficients that vary across G schools (g = 1, 2, . . . , G); Z0
g is a G × Q matrix of group-level

predictors (q = 1, . . . , Q); γ 0 is a Q ×1 column vector of Q group-level regression coefficients.
Finally, we assign a normal prior distribution to the parameter matrix γ 0, with mean μ0

γ and

covariance matrix �0
γ . The coefficients in γ 0 could be modeled as function of predictors, if so

desired.
Prior distributions are also required for σ

2[0]
y , �0

β , and �0
γ . For the current data, consider the

following priors:

σ [0]
y ∼ half-Cauchy(μy, σy), (11)

�0
β ∼ IW(Rβ, νβ), (12)

�0
γ ∼ IW(Rγ , νγ ), (13)

where μy and σy are the location and scale parameters of the half-Cauchy distribution, Rβ and
Rγ are positive definite scale matrices, and νβ and νγ are the degrees-of-freedom for �0

β and �0
γ ,

respectively, for the IW (inverse-Wishart) distributions.
Extending our notation for BDB tomultilevelmodels, wewill again use superscripts to denote

the current and historical data sets. Let βH
g represent the p individual level regression coefficients

for each of the H historical cycles of data (h = 1, 2, . . . , H) and the current individual-level
coefficient, β0

g . The joint distribution of βH+1
g is assumed to be multivariate normal with mean

Bg and precision matrix TB g—viz.

β0
g,β

1
g, . . . ,β

H−1
g ,βH

g ∼ N (Bg,TBg ), (14)

where Bg = (Z0
gγ

0,Z1
gγ

1, . . . ,ZH−1
g γ H−1,ZH

g γ H ).
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The covariance matrix of the individual-level coefficients, TBg , is specified as being block
diagonal,

TH+1
Bg

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

�0
Bg

�1
Bg

. . .

�H−1
Bg

�H
Bg

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (15)

where the elements of TH+1
Bg

contain the variances and covariances of the individual-level coeffi-

cients within each historical data set. We assume that the off-diagonal elements of TH+1
Bg

are null
matrices. The elements of TB are individually given IW priors,

�H+1
Bg

∼ IW(RH+1, δH+1) (16)

The joint distribution of school-level coefficients γ H+1 is assumed to be multivariate normal with
mean μγ and covariance matrix T�—viz.

γ 0, γ 1, . . . , γ H−1, γ H ∼ N (μγ ,Tγ ), (17)

where μγ = (μ0
γ ,μ1

γ , . . . ,μH−1
γ ,μH

γ ).
The covariance matrix of school-level coefficients, T� , under dynamic borrowing can be

specified as

T� =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

�0
�

�1
�

. . .

�H−1
�

�H
�

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(18)

where the off-diagonal elements of T� are null matrices, and where�H+1
� could be diagonal with

elements σ 2 given a prior such as IG(δ, λ). Here again, we assume that the regression coeffi-
cients across cycles are generated from a population with common means and precision matrices.
However, as with the single-level case, this assumption can be relaxed allowing the regression
coefficients and elements of the precision matrices to have cycle-specific prior distributions.

5. Case Studies

For illustration purposes, we apply BDB to US data from the PISA (OECD, 2019). Launched
in 2000 by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, PISA is a triennial
international survey that aims to evaluate education systems worldwide by testing the skills and
knowledge of in-school 15-year-old students. In 2018, 600,000 students, statistically represen-
tative of 32 million 15-year-old students in 79 countries and economies, took an internationally
agreed-upon two-hour test. Studentswere assessed in science,mathematics, reading, collaborative
problem solving, and financial literacy.
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5.1. Sample, Variables, and Model

For the purposes of demonstrating BDB in both the single-level and multilevel settings, we
utilized a set of variables at the student and the school level that were measured in PISA from 2003
to 2018. The total observed sample size for the US PISA data from cycles 2003 to 2018 is 31,823
and the observed sample size per cycle ranges from 4838 to 5611. Note that we did not use data
from the first cycle of PISA as this initial cycle was qualitatively different from the subsequent
cycles. The major domain of assessment starting in 2003 was mathematics. We acknowledge that
mathematics was not the major domain of assessment in PISA 2018; however, we did not include
any “domain specific” variables in our model, but instead we used items and scales that were
“domain general,” appearing across all cycles of PISA.

The student-level variables chosen for both the single-level and multilevel case studies were

1. PV1MATH: The outcome of interest. The first plausible value of the PISA 2018 math-
ematics assessment is used.

2. FEMALE: A dummy variable representing gender (1 = Female, 0 = Male).
3. PARED: A derived variable representing the highest educational level (in estimated

years of schooling) of either parent.
4. HOMEPOS: A summary index of all household and possession items, including cultural

possessions and educational resources at home.
5. IMMIG: A derived index of immigrant background (IMMIG) with the following cat-

egories: (1) native students (those students who had at least one parent born in the
country), (2) second-generation students (those born in the country of assessment but
whose parents were born in another country), and (3) first-generation students (those
students born outside the country of assessment and whose parents were also born in
another country). Students with missing responses for either the student or for both
parents were assigned missing values for this variable.

The school-level variables chosen for the multilevel case study were

1. TCSHORT: An index of principle-reported teacher shortage in the school derived from
four items in response to the question “Is your school’s capacity to provide instruction
hindered by any of the following issues?”: (a) A lack of qualified science teachers, (b) A
lack of qualifiedmathematics teachers, (c) A lack of qualified<test language> teachers,
and (d) A lack of qualified teachers of other subjects.

2. STRATIO: An index obtained by dividing the number of enrolled students (captured by
the size of the school) by the total number of teachers.2

Missing data was addressed by performing two-level multiple imputation for each cycle of
PISA separately using the Blimp software program (Enders, Keller, & Levy, 2018; Keller &
Enders, 2019). For simplicity, we used the first imputed data set for our analyses.3 Descriptive
statistics for the full US samples across all cycles of PISA used in this study can be found in
Table 1, where we observed a moderate degree of heterogeneity across the cycles and would
therefore expect there to be somewhat less borrowing using BDB.

For the single-level case study setting, a Bayesian single-level linear model was fit using
the PISA 2018 data with math achievement as the outcome, and gender, parent education, home
procession index, and immigration status as predictors. For themultilevel case study setting,which
is consistent with the PISA design, a Bayesianmultilevel linear model was fit using the PISA 2018

2The size of the school is obtained in PISA by the derived variable SCHSIZE which is based on the enrollment data
provided by the school principal, summing the number of girls and boys in a school. This variable is available in all cycles
of PISA.

3We recognize that it would be optimal to use all multiply imputed data sets, but extending Bayesian historical
borrowing to multiply imputed data sets is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Table 1.
Descriptive statistics for all PISA cycles (full US sample).

Statistics Cycle PV1MATH Female Lang PARED HOMEPOS IMMIG TCSHORT STRATIO

Mean or Proportion 2003 481.86 0.50 0.91 13.47 0.31 0.87 −0.13 15.80
2006 471.05 0.50 0.88 13.49 −0.18 0.84 0 16.23
2009 482.94 0.50 0.86 13.49 0.04 0.81 −0.45 16.32
2012 481.98 0.49 0.86 13.58 0.18 0.79 −0.41 17.17
2015 468.74 0.50 0.82 13.54 0.19 0.77 −0.24 16.32
2018 474.30 0.50 0.86 14.03 −0.02 0.79 −0.15 17.58

SD 2003 93.64 0.50 0.28 2.55 1.01 0.34 0.91 5.62
2006 87.64 0.50 0.32 2.48 0.96 0.37 0.96 4.73
2009 89.35 0.50 0.34 2.56 0.95 0.40 0.82 5.24
2012 89.84 0.50 0.35 2.66 1.11 0.41 0.93 10.26
2015 88.74 0.50 0.39 2.81 1.11 0.42 1.08 4.87
2018 91.67 0.50 0.35 2.49 1.15 0.40 1.01 10.08

Percent Missing 2003 0 0 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.07
2006 0 0 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.17
2009 0 0 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.12
2012 0 0 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.04
2015 0 0 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.04 0 0.11
2018 0 0 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.10

data with math achievement as the outcome, gender, parent education, home procession index,
and immigration status as the individual-level predictors, and teacher shortage index and student–
teacher ratio as the school-level predictors. The intercept and the slope of gender were allowed to
be random, while the rest of the slopes were fixed. An interaction of gender and teacher shortage
index was also evaluated. As there were only 6% to 10% of private schools in the US sample
of PISA cycles 2003 to 2018 and there might be more heterogeneity among private schools, we
conducted the multilevel analyses on the public schools only.

As the scales of variables included in themodels vary greatly, all the variables are standardized
first and their z-scores were used in the estimation. Then, all the parameters were converted back
to their original scales after the estimation.

5.2. Sample Size

For both the single-level and multilevel settings, we evaluated the performance of different
priors using the US full sample first, and then on a small subsample of 500 students. For the
subsamples, a random sample of 25 schools with at least 20 students per school was selected from
each cycle first, and then 20 students from each of those schools were randomly selected for the
historical cycles and the current cycle.

5.3. Choice of Priors

For the single-level setting, we evaluated the performance of dynamic priors, which incor-
porate the potential heterogeneity between historical data and current data through a joint prior
distribution as indicated in (3), and compared it to regular priors with predetermined prior values
and strength. Specifically, for dynamic priors, we varied the IG prior for τ 2, as indicated in (7),
at IG(.001, .001), IG(1, 1), and IG(1, .001), to facilitate different degrees of borrowing. The same
series of inverse-gamma priors were also examined in Viele et al. (2014).4 For power priors,
we vary the a parameter using values of .25, .50, and .75. For regular/static informative priors,

4Intermediate values of the inverse-gamma priors were also examined and the full set of results are provided in the
supplementary material.
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the average values of estimated coefficients from historical data were used as the prior mean
and average values of prior variances of historical coefficients were used as the prior variances.
Again, note that this is similar to Bayesian updating, though not incorporating sequential updating
as in Bayesian synthesis. For comparison purposes, two extreme kinds of borrowing, complete
pooling (pooling historical data directly for analysis—i.e., IDA) and no borrowing (using non-
informative priors on the current data) were also evaluated. We specified a weakly informative
half-Cauchy(0, 1) prior for the standard deviation σ of the error term, and a non-informative
N (0, 102) prior for the mean coefficients across all cycles (μβ ) in BDB and the coefficients of
the current cycle (β) in the non-informative prior conditions after data standardization.

Similar to the single-level case study above, we assessed the performance of dynamic priors
and compared it to regular priors with predetermined prior values and strength in the multilevel
setting. Specifically, for dynamic priors, we varied the IG prior for τ 2 at IG(1, 1), IG(1, .1) and
IG(1, .001) to allow for different degrees of borrowing for coefficients. Moreover, the precision
matrix of the random intercept and random slope has an Wishart distribution prior,5 W(ν, νS−1),

where ν takes on the values 2 (weak borrowing) or 20 (strong borrowing) and S = ′
S�S

is the baseline covariance matrix where S is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are
distributed as half-Cauchy(0,1) and � ∼ LKJCorr(3) (Lewandowski, Kurowicka, & Joe, 2009).6

For regular/static informative priors, the average values of estimated coefficients from historical
data were used as the prior mean and average values of prior variances of historical coefficients
were used as the prior variances. Again, for comparison purposes, two extreme kinds of borrowing,
complete pooling and no borrowing of the historical data sets were also examined. Similar to the
single-level case, we specified a weakly informative half-Cauchy(0, 1) prior for the standard
deviation σ of the individual-level error term, and a non-informative N (0, 102) prior for the
school-level coefficients across all cycles (�0) in BDB and the mean school-level coefficients in
the current cycle (μ) in the non-informative prior conditions after data standardization.

5.4. Evaluation of Bayesian Historical Borrowing

For our case studies, we adopted two statistical measures to compare the impact of differ-
ent priors, namely the total effective sample size (TESS) and the leave-one-out cross-validation
information criterion (LOOIC). These two measures can help with understanding how much
information different priors borrow as well as gauging the accuracy of predictions, respectively,
for models with different priors.

5.4.1. Total Effective Sample Size Effective sample size is a way to evaluate how much infor-
mation is contained in the priors for Bayesian historical borrowing, and can be used to inform
one’s interpretation of inferences regarding the impact of the prior information on obtaining the
final results. However, identifying an equivalent number of observations to reflect the informa-
tion included in the prior probability distribution is not straightforward (Morita, Thall, & Müller,
2008). Neuenschwander, Capkun-Niggli, Branson, and Spiegelhalter (2010) proposed a simplified
version of approximate prior effective sample size, assuming that information is directly propor-
tional to precision (i.e., inverse of variance). Specifically, Neuenschwander et al. (2010) used the
ratio of the variance under complete pooling and the variance under a certain prior multiplied by
the total number of historical observations (equation 9 in their paper), providing an approximate
effective sample size that a prior can add to the current data.

5Note that we utilized the Wishart prior for the level-2 precision matrix in both the case studies and the simulation
studies as it demonstrated better convergence properties. We then scaled the results back to a covariance matrix.

6The LKJ correlation prior is suitable as a prior distribution for correlation matrices. Its density satisfies
LKJCorr(�|η) ∝ [det(�)]η−1, so η = 1 leads to a uniform prior over all possible correlation matrices while η > 1 leads
to a prior that places more mass near the identity matrix (Lewandowski et al., 2009).
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In Bayesian dynamic borrowing, because a joint prior distribution is specified among histori-
cal data and current data, we care more about the total effective sample size (TESS) that is used for
estimating the parameter(s) of interest. Therefore, we propose an approximate TESS that is used
to quantify the total number of effective observations through both prior information and current
data. Similar to what Neuenschwander et al. (2010) proposed, we use the posterior variance of a
parameter estimate under complete pooling divided by the posterior variance of the parameter of
the same effect under a certain kind of historical borrowing, multiplying by the total number of
observations for both historical and current data.

5.4.2. Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation Information Criterion (LOOIC) In addition to the
TESS mentioned above, we add to the extant literature by examining the predictive performance
of Bayesian historical borrowingmethods using the Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation Information
Criterion (LOOIC). Leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOOCV) is a special case of k-fold cross-
validation (k-fold CV) when k = n, with n indicating the number of observations. In k-fold
CV, a sample is split into k groups (folds) and each fold is taken to be the validation set with
the remaining k − 1 folds serving as the training set. For LOOCV, each observation serves as
the validation set with the remaining n − 1 observations serving as the training set. For each
observation, the expected log point-wise predictive density (ELPD) is calculated and serves as a
measure of predictive accuracy for n data points taken one at a time (see Vehtari et al., 2017).7 An
information criterion referred to as the LOOIC can then be obtained as function of the estimated
ELPD. Among a set of competing models, the one with the smallest LOOIC is considered the
best from an out-of-sample point-wise predictive point of view. For this paper, students are left
out one at a time for both single-level and multilevel scenarios. We obtain the Bayesian LOOIC
provided by the loo software program (Vehtari et al., 2019), available in R (R Core Team, 2019).

5.5. Results of Case Study 1: Single-Level Model

Throughout this paper, we use the R program rstan (Stan Development Team, 2020).
All software code for the case studies and subsequent simulation studies are available in the
supplementary material. We generated four chains, with 20,000 iterations and a thinning interval
of 10 across all the methods and sample size conditions within the single-level case study. The
posterior means and standard deviations of coefficients for the single-level case study are listed
in Table 2.

In addition to the estimates under different prior conditions for the cycle of interest (i.e.,
2018), we also included BLR with non-informative priors for the historical cycles in Table 2.
A comparison of BLR non-informative estimates of the historical cycles with the BLR non-
informative estimates of the current cycle indicated that the effects of interest in historical cycles
were quite heterogeneous from those in the current cycle but the degree of heterogeneity varied
across different coefficients. For the cycle of interest in this paper (i.e., 2018), estimates are
relatively consistent across different prior conditions, except for immigration status, where BLR
with non-informative prior and BDB priors are similar but different from other prior conditions.
The similarity of BLR with non-informative priors and BDB results confirm that historical cycles
are heterogeneous from the current cycles regarding the effect of immigration status.

The total effective sample size and LOOIC results for the single-level case study with the
full US sample are illustrated in Fig. 1. The upper panels present the results in terms of the total
effective sample size and the lower panels present the results in terms of LOOIC. We presented
results for a subset of BDB prior conditions with different degrees of borrowing and results for
other values of the inverse-gamma prior under BDB can be found in the supplementary material.

7Specifically, Pareto-smoothed importance sampling LOO (PSIS-LOO) is implemented in the loo software to
account for the known instability in the loo weights (Vehtari et al., 2017)
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Table 2.
Posterior Means and Standard Deviations (SD) of Coefficients for Case Study 1 (Single-Level Model).

Cycle Method1 Intercept FEMALE PARED HOMEPOS IMMIG

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

2003 BLR non inf 416.89 6.74 −9.49 2.24 3.62 0.49 33.54 1.23 12.08 3.52
2006 BLR non inf 387.85 6.88 −12.86 2.20 6.61 0.49 25.91 1.22 8.04 3.15
2009 BLR non inf 417.92 6.88 −17.22 2.29 5.17 0.51 27.71 1.27 3.85 3.00
2012 BLR non inf 408.43 6.90 −8.58 2.34 5.62 0.52 21.17 1.17 −5.65 3.12
2015 BLR non inf 405.80 5.93 −8.87 2.19 4.72 0.46 19.61 1.07 −0.23 2.78
2018 BLR non inf 426.29 7.64 −7.21 2.42 4.68 0.54 25.02 1.14 −18.29 3.15

BLR inf 419.55 5.13 −9.51 1.68 4.66 0.35 25.14 0.79 −7.75 2.12
BLR pooling 411.46 2.78 −10.57 0.96 5.00 0.21 25.00 0.46 0.34 1.25
BDB IG(1,1) 426.52 7.40 −7.24 2.36 4.66 0.53 25.03 1.11 −18.22 3.07
BDB IG(1,.1) 426.23 7.24 −7.11 2.39 4.67 0.51 25.01 1.11 −18.09 3.05
BDB IG(1,.001) 425.41 6.58 −8.05 2.15 4.68 0.46 25.03 1.08 −16.62 3.04
PP (.25) 416.67 4.55 −9.51 1.56 4.87 0.33 25.15 0.77 −5.74 2.04
PP (.50) 413.72 3.71 −10.10 1.25 4.94 0.27 25.07 0.63 −2.20 1.63
PP (.75) 412.12 3.14 −10.37 1.08 4.99 0.23 25.02 0.54 −0.57 1.45

1BLR non inf: Bayesian linear regression with non-informative prior; BLR inf: Bayesian linear regression
with informative prior; BDB: Bayesian dynamic borrowing; IG: inverse-gamma prior for the variance of the
joint prior distribution, which determines the degree of borrowing; PP: power prior.

For the total effective sample size, results indicate that complete pooling provides the largest
number of effective observations as expected because all observations across six cycles were used.
This is followed by BLR with informative priors, and BDB across all priors. The results for the
power priors closely track those of BLR insofar as smaller values of ah (.25) result in TESS values
close to that of the BLR non-informative condition while larger values of ah (.75) result in larger
TESS values close to that of the complete pooling. BLR with non-informative priors provides
the smallest total effective sample sizes as expected because only the current cycle’s observations
were used. For BDB priors, the total effective sample sizes are close to BLRwith non-informative
priors, which indicates that the historical cycles are quite heterogeneous compared to the current
cycle and thus BDB priors evaluated in this paper yield relatively weak borrowing.

The LOOIC results shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1 show that complete pooling performs
worse compared to other prior conditions. BDB priors provide similar LOOIC values (differences
< 10) compared to BLR non-informative. Moreover, the LOOIC results of BDB are relatively
insensitive to the choice of priors that control the borrowing, meaning that for this example,
conclusions regarding predictive performance do not depend on the priors that control borrowing.
Also, power priors are uniformly higher than BDB with respect to LOOIC, indicating slightly
poorer predictive performance, though the real differences are small. Overall, similar patterns of
LOOIC results were observed for the small sample size condition except LOOIC results are closer
across different borrowing methods.

A small sample size case study with a random sample of N = 500 for each cycle was also
conducted to evaluate the impact of sample size on the performance of different prior models.
The analysis revealed that the performance of all of these methods was nearly identical to the full
sample results. The relevant figures can be found in the supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Total effective sample size (upper panel), and LOOIC (lower panel) for single-level case study (full US sample). The
horizontal axis represents the methods used under Bayesian linear regression (BLR), the priors used under Bayesian
dynamic borrowing (BDB), and the a parameter used for power priors (PP).
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5.6. Results of Case Study 2: Multilevel Model

For the multilevel case study, all conditions and methods were estimated using four chains,
varying the number of iterations to ensure convergence, and using a thinning interval of 10
throughout. The first half of the posterior samples were warm-up and discarded, and the second
half were used for summarizing the results. For the full US sample, in most cases the iterations
converged with 50,000 or 75,000 iterations; otherwise, we reran the estimation procedure with
120,000 iterations per chain. All the methods and conditions reached convergence with R̂ < 1.05,
which indicated that the between- and within-chain estimates mostly agreed with each other and
chains were mixed well. Other criteria such as trace plots, posterior density plots, and auto-
correlation plots were also examined and they demonstrated reasonable convergence.

The posterior means and standard deviations of individual-level coefficients, school-level
coefficients, and variation parameters based on the multilevel model for Case Study 2 are pre-
sented in Tables 3, 4 and 5. Similar to single-level Case Study 1, the BLR estimates with non-
informative prior for historical cycles are also included in those tables, which indicates that the
effects of interest in the historical cycles are quite different from those in the current cycle, but with
different degrees of heterogeneity across different coefficients. As Table 3 shows, individual-level
coefficient estimates with different prior choices are relatively close except for gender and immi-
gration status, where BLR non-informative and BDBwith relatively non-information hyper-priors
are close, while pooling and power priors are close. As Table 4 shows, school-level coefficient
estimates with different prior choices are relatively close for teacher shortage, but different for
student–teacher ratio and the interaction of gender and teacher shortage, where again BLR with
non-informative priors and BDBwith non-informative hyper-priors are close. Variation estimates
in Table 5 include individual-level standard deviation (level-1 SD), school-level variances (level-2
Var.) of random intercept and random slope of gender, and covariance (level-2 Covar.) between
random intercept and random slope of gender. Individual-level variation estimates across different
priors are similar, but school-level variation estimates vary with different prior choices. Results
for the small sample with N = 500 are similar to those for the full US sample in Tables 3, 4 and
5 and are included in the supplemental material.

The total effective sample size and LOOIC results for the multilevel case study are illustrated
in Figure 2 for the full sample with the upper panel showing the total effective sample size and
the lower panel presenting the LOOIC results. Similar to the single-level case study, for the full
US sample, complete pooling provides the largest effective sample size, followed by BLR with
informative priors, and BDB. Again, BLR with non-informative priors yields the smallest total
effective sample size, as expected. BDBandBLRwith non-informative priors provide similar total
effective sample sizes, which indicates again that historical cycles are heterogeneous compared to
the current cycle. We also observe that power priors track the TESS results for BLR for some, but
not all, variables. The TESS and LOOIC results for the small sample size condition (N=500) are in
the supplementary material, which are mostly similar to the results for the full US sample, except
that the informative prior provides the highest TESS, which may be related with this particular
small sample.

Compared to the single-level case study, there are smaller differences in LOOIC across prior
conditions in the multilevel case study. BDB priors yield comparable performance as other prior
conditions (differences< 10 for LOOIC). LOOICvalues forBDBandPP are relatively close. Thus
for this case study, predictive performance does not seem to depend on the choice of borrowing
method. Results for N = 500 track the full sample size results very closely and are available in
the supplementary material.
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Table 3.
Posterior means and standard deviations (SD) of individual-level coefficients for case study 2 (multilevel model).

Cycle Method1 Intercept FEMALE PARED HOMEPOS IMMIG

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

2003 BLR non inf 451.06 11.53 −9.77 2.59 2.56 0.54 26.36 1.39 3.52 4.15
2006 BLR non inf 421.04 13.19 −12.50 2.15 4.53 0.49 18.35 1.26 2.48 3.50
2009 BLR non inf 456.17 12.78 −16.23 2.49 3.25 0.49 19.42 1.33 3.13 3.26
2012 BLR non inf 433.41 9.61 −12.24 2.54 3.95 0.53 15.17 1.21 −10.14 3.46
2015 BLR non inf 422.29 12.09 −9.40 2.28 3.32 0.47 15.00 1.11 0.67 3.10
2018 BLR non inf 435.74 9.92 −7.82 2.57 3.29 0.57 19.55 1.26 −11.39 3.54

BLR inf 435.28 7.69 −10.40 1.74 3.33 0.38 19.62 0.89 −6.05 2.54
BLR pooling 434.32 4.33 −11.28 0.96 3.49 0.21 18.54 0.51 −1.89 1.41
BDB IG(1,1) W2 435.93 9.72 −7.78 2.44 3.27 0.55 19.48 1.19 −11.29 3.46
BDB IG(1,.1) W2 436.17 9.55 −7.79 2.46 3.25 0.55 19.42 1.19 −11.08 3.42
BDB IG(1,.001) W2 437.26 8.53 −8.78 2.21 3.28 0.48 19.36 1.13 −9.39 3.26
BDB IG(1,1) W20 435.90 9.92 −7.82 2.46 3.26 0.55 19.42 1.21 −11.26 3.47
BDB IG(1,.1) W20 436.01 9.86 −7.80 2.44 3.26 0.55 19.41 1.19 −11.16 3.46
BDB IG(1,.001) W20 437.39 8.50 −8.82 2.16 3.28 0.47 19.34 1.14 −9.34 3.26
PP (.25) 426.05 5.74 −10.02 1.64 4.02 0.36 20.91 0.84 −3.87 2.28
PP (.5) 430.96 4.98 −10.71 1.28 3.71 0.28 19.58 0.66 −2.61 1.87
PP (.75) 433.14 4.48 −11.07 1.09 3.56 0.24 18.92 0.56 −2.14 1.59

1BLR non inf: Bayesian linear regression with non-informative prior; BLR inf: Bayesian linear regression
with informative prior; BDB: Bayesian dynamic borrowing; IG: inverse-gamma prior for level-1 variance of
the joint prior distribution, which determines the degree of level-1 borrowing; W2: Wishart prior with weak
borrowing for level-2 precision matrix (results were converted back the covariance matrix); W20: Wishart
prior with strong borrowing for level-2 precision matrix (results were converted back the covariance matrix);
PP: power priors.

6. Simulation Studies

The results of the empirical example suggest that the cycles of PISA from 2003 to 2018
are relatively heterogeneous in terms of the effects we evaluated such that BDB borrows less
due to data heterogeneity and provides estimates similar to Bayesian linear regression with non-
informative priors. In order to study the performance of different methods of Bayesian historical
borrowing under different levels of heterogeneity among data sets as well as varying levels of
sample size, two comprehensive simulation studies were conducted: one for the implementation
of historical borrowing in a Bayesian single-level linear model and the other for incorporating
historical borrowing in a Bayesian multilevel linear model. We considered the framework of a
“calibrated Bayesian” analysis (Dawid, 1982; Little, 2006, 2011), namely studying the frequentist
properties of the historical borrowing methods.

6.1. Software Implementation for Simulation Studies

For the single-level simulation study, we used four chains, with 20,000 iterations and a
thinning interval of 10. Additionally, we replicated every method and condition 1,000 times. All
parameters converged with R̂ < 1.05. For the multilevel simulation study, we fit the model with
30,000 iterations (where the first 15,000 were used as warm-up iterations and discarded) for each
of the four chains and thinning interval being 10. We ran 500 replications, out of which the model
converged well for at least 496 replications. The replications with R̂ ≥ 1.05 were discarded.
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Table 4.
Posterior means and standard deviations (SD) of school-level coefficients for case study 2 (multilevel model).

Cycle Method1 TCSHORT STRATIO FEMALE:TCSHORT

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

2003 BLR non inf −12.50 3.35 −0.76 0.52 0.09 2.80
2006 BLR non inf −0.89 3.41 −0.24 0.65 −2.87 2.27
2009 BLR non inf −16.28 4.07 −1.27 0.61 −0.15 2.64
2012 BLR non inf −13.15 3.61 0.06 0.31 0.93 2.45
2015 BLR non inf −5.68 2.94 0.03 0.60 −1.31 2.09
2018 BLR non inf −8.40 3.18 0.33 0.29 1.85 2.52

BLR inf −9.19 2.29 0.15 0.25 0.76 1.74
BLR pooling −9.60 1.39 −0.11 0.18 −0.08 0.96
BDB IG(1,1) W2 −8.43 3.16 0.34 0.29 1.80 2.40
BDB IG(1,.1) W2 −8.80 3.49 0.32 0.28 1.79 2.36
BDB IG(1,.001) W2 −8.63 2.48 0.17 0.26 0.96 1.91
BDB IG(1,1) W20 −8.41 3.22 0.34 0.29 1.78 2.40
BDB IG(1,.1) W20 −8.42 3.14 0.34 0.29 1.81 2.37
BDB IG(1,.001) W20 −8.66 2.51 0.17 0.26 0.97 1.93
PP (.25) −9.11 1.49 0.02 0.16 0.81 1.65
PP (.5) −9.39 1.40 −0.06 0.17 0.29 1.28
PP (.75) −9.54 1.38 −0.09 0.17 0.06 1.09

1BLR non inf: Bayesian linear regression with non-informative priors; BLR inf: Bayesian linear regression
with informative priors; BDB: Bayesian dynamic borrowing; IG: inverse-gamma prior for level-1 variance of
the joint prior distribution, which determines the degree of level-1 borrowing; W2: Wishart prior with weak
borrowing for level-2 precision matrix (results were converted back the covariance matrix); W20: Wishart
prior with strong borrowing for level-2 precision matrix (results were converted back the covariance matrix);
PP: power priors.

6.2. Design of Simulation Study 1

For the first simulation study focusing on a Bayesian single-level model, we evaluated the
impact of sample size, heterogeneity between historical data and current data, and prior choice on
parameter estimation. To mimic real large-scale assessment data, the data sets used in Simulation
Study 1 were based on the US samples from the PISA 2003 to PISA 2018 cycles. For illustration
purposes, PISA 2003 to PISA 2015 were treated as five historical cycles and PISA 2018 was
treated as the current cycle. The sample size N per cycle varied at 100 and 2000. For the historical
cycles, a random sample was selected from the US samples of the PISA 2003–2015 cycles,
respectively, with sample sizes of 100 or 2000 in each cycle. The evaluation of relatively smaller
sample sizes such as 100 is intended to shed some light on subgroup analyses or data analyses for
smaller countries in the context of large-scale assessments. An intermediate sample size condition
of N = 500 was also studied and the results are essentially the same as for the N = 100 and
N = 2000 cases.The results for N = 500 canbe found in the supplementarymaterial. The selected
variables included the math achievement score, gender, parent education, home procession, and
immigration status.

To evaluate the impact of heterogeneity between historical data and current data in a controlled
setting, a spectrum of current data that differed from the historical data with varying degrees of
heterogeneity was generated. A Bayesian linear model was fit on each of the historical data sets
with math achievement as the outcome, and gender, parent education, home procession, and
immigration status as predictors to obtain the historical estimates for the effects of interest. For
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Table 5.
Posterior means of variation parameters for case study 2 (multilevel model).

Cycle Method1 Level-1 SD Level-2 Var.-Intercept Level-2 Covar. Level-2 Var.-FEMALE

2003 BLR non inf 77.12 1069.02 −35.54 10.40
2006 BLR non inf 76.42 1185.44 −16.86 7.98
2009 BLR non inf 73.83 1358.10 3.57 10.67
2012 BLR non inf 74.35 1221.41 −11.83 4.43
2015 BLR non inf 78.41 1152.04 −55.28 18.66
2018 BLR non inf 79.21 949.58 −39.44 37.80

BLR inf 79.22 951.49 −36.50 34.35
BLR pooling 76.56 1255.06 −73.36 16.36
BDB IG(1,1) W2 76.48 972.51 −42.84 10.16
BDB IG(1,.1) W2 76.48 974.05 −40.97 9.71
BDB IG(1,.001) W2 76.48 971.30 −42.69 9.82
BDB IG(1,1) W20 76.47 1016.67 −57.70 15.22
BDB IG(1,.1) W20 76.47 1015.61 −59.58 15.66
BDB IG(1,.001) W20 76.46 1011.85 −57.25 14.68
PP (.25) 79.88 618.45 −14.61 6.33
PP (.5) 77.99 974.91 −26.88 5.70
PP (.75) 77.08 1151.31 −49.57 9.43

1BLR non inf: Bayesian linear regression with non-informative priors; BLR inf: Bayesian linear regression
with informative priors; BDB: Bayesian dynamic borrowing; IG: inverse-gamma prior for level-1 variance of
the joint prior distribution, which determines the degree of level-1 borrowing; W2: Wishart prior with weak
borrowing for level-2 precision matrix (results were converted back the covariance matrix); W20: Wishart
prior with strong borrowing for level-2 precision matrix (results were converted back the covariance matrix);
PP: power priors.

the current data, predictor values were obtained from the US sample of the PISA 2018 cycle,
while the outcome, math achievement score, was generated with the average historical intercept
as the intercept and ten different kinds of slopes, denoted as Condition 1 to Condition 10, to cover
a wide range of potential heterogeneity conditions in practice. The generating intercept was kept
the same across ten conditions to keep a reasonable scale of the generated math outcome variable.
In terms of the generating slopes, for Condition 5, the average slopes from five historical cycles
were used as the slopes for generating the outcome variable in the current data. In this scenario, the
effects of interest in the current data are the same as the average effects of interests in the historical
cycles, and thus represent the homogeneous case. Under this condition, complete pooling or a
very strong prior based on historical data would be expected to yield better results in terms of bias
and mean squared error. In Conditions 1 to 4 and Conditions 6 to 9, the outcomes were generated
using the slopes that were 80% less, 50% less, 20% less, 10% less, 10% more, 20% more, 50%
more and 80% more of the average historical slopes, respectively, to reflect different degrees of
heterogeneity in the effects of interest across historical data and current data. For Condition 10,
coefficients with the opposite sign of the average historical slopes were used, which was the most
heterogeneous case among all the conditions we evaluated. In this scenario, no borrowing or a
flat prior would be expected to produce results with smaller bias and mean squared error.

Regarding the choice of priors, we evaluated the same priors as in the single-level case study,
which include regular non-informative prior, informative prior (based on average of historical
coefficients), complete pooling, dynamic borrowing with IG(1, 1), IG(1, .1), and IG(1, .001) on
τ 2 in (7), and power priors with ah varying at .25, .5 and .75.
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6.3. Results of Simulation Study 1

Figure 3 presents the log mean square error (logMSE) (upper left), percent bias (upper right),
total effective sample size (lower left), and LOOIC (lower right) for sample size of 100.

We preferred to take the log of the mean square error values to more clearly show the differ-
ences among the various methods and conditions. The columns display the results broken down
by method (Bayesian linear regression, Bayesian dynamic borrowing, and power priors under
different hyperparameter settings). The horizontal axis represents the conditions of heterogeneity
between the current and past cycles of PISA described in the Design section.

The results for log MSE show generally that as the heterogeneity between the current and
previous cycles increases (e.g., conditions 1 - 4 and 6 - 10), the log MSE also increases. We note
that the behavior of the log MSE across methods is relatively similar, but does differ across pre-
dictors. As expected, BLR under complete pooling performs better under relatively homogeneous
conditions.

Percent bias as shown in the upper right of Figure 3 follows the same pattern as log MSE.
For the relatively homogeneous conditions (e.g., conditions 4 to 6), BLR pooling, power prior
(ah = .75), and BDB (IG[1, .001]) record the smallest percent bias across all variables. However,
as cycles become more heterogeneous, the bias under BLR pooling and power prior (ah = .75)
dramatically increases compared to BDB across all priors. We thus find that when the current
cycle differs from past cycles, borrowing from historical cycles produces a greater percent bias
for BLR and PP compared to BDB.

With respect to total effective sample size (TESS) in the lower left of Figure 3 for the
sample size 100 condition, we see, as expected, that BLR under complete pooling uses all of the
information in the data. BDB, by comparison, uses considerably less information on average and
the information provided by different BDB priors vary. For example, as illustrated in Figure 3c,
BDB under IG (1, .001) has a larger total effective sample size overall compared to the other IG
priors, and this particular prior borrowsmore under the homogeneous conditions and borrows less
under the heterogeneous conditions compared to the other BDB priors. We find, also as expected,
that PP falls between BLR under complete pooling and BLR under no borrowing regardless of
the ah value.

The results for LOOIC with sample size 100 are shown in lower right of Figure 3. We find
that for conditions with heterogeneity above |20%|, there is a marked increase in LOOIC values
for BLR and PP, whereas almost all BDB priors and informative BLR are unaffected by greater
degrees of heterogeneity.As before, this suggests that BDBshows superior predictive performance
compared to BLR and PP regardless of the level of heterogeneity between the current cycle and
historical cycles.

Figure 4 shows the results for sample size 2000. Here, we see generally the same pattern
of results as observed for sample size = 100 for log MSE, percent bias, TESS, and LOOIC. We
note that as the sample size increases, there is much less variability across conditions and across
methods, as would be expected from Bayesian theory. When moving to N = 2000 cases, we see
that the relative patterns for TESS still hold for BLR and PP but the total effective sample size
for BDB remains mostly constant across BDB priors and heterogeneity conditions.

Our conclusion for the single-level simulation study is that BDB generally performs at least
as well as BLR and PP, particularly for relatively homogeneous cases; and in heterogeneous cases
BDB performs better, at least with respect to percent bias and point-wise predictive accuracy as
measured by the LOOIC.

6.4. Design of Simulation Study 2

Simulation Study 2 was conducted to evaluate the performance of Bayesian dynamic bor-
rowing in multilevel settings. Simulation conditions included number of schools, school size,
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Figure 2.
Total effective sample size (upper panel), and LOOIC (lower panel) for multilevel case study (full US sample). The
horizontal axis represents the methods used under Bayesian linear regression (BLR), the priors used under Bayesian
dynamic borrowing (BDB) under weak (Wishart Prior W2) or strong (Wishart Prior W20) borrowing at level-2, and the
a parameter used for power priors (PP).
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Figure 3.
Log MSE (FIG. 3a, upper left), percent bias (FIG. 3b, upper right), total effective sample size (FIG. 3c, lower left), and
LOOIC (FIG. 3d, lower right) for Simulation Study 1 (N = 100). The horizontal axis represents heterogeneity conditions.
Each line within the figures represents methods examined under Bayesian linear regression (BLR), the priors used under
Bayesian dynamic borrowing (BDB), and the a parameter used for power priors (PP).

heterogeneity of historical information, and prior choice. Data generation in Simulation Study 2
was also based on the US samples of the PISA 2003–2018. Let G denote the number of schools
and let n denote sample size per school. We examined three different sample sizes: (1) G = 10,
n = 20; (2) G = 10, n = 40, and (3) G = 30, n = 20. For the data sets of historical cycles, a
random sample stratified by schools was selected from the US samples of the PISA 2003–2015
cycles, respectively, with one of the sample size scenarios mentioned above for each cycle. The
selected variables included math achievement score, gender, parent education, home procession,
immigration status, teacher shortage index, and student–teacher ratio. We only display results for
the G = 30, n = 20 condition. The remaining conditions are available in the supplementary
material.

Similar to Simulation Study 1, a spectrum of current data that differed from the historical data
with varying degreeswas generated to evaluate the impact of heterogeneity between historical data
and current data. A Bayesian multilevel linear model was fit on each of the historical cycles with
math achievement as the outcome, gender, parent education, home procession, and immigration
status as student-level predictors, and teacher shortage and student–teacher ratio as the school-level
predictors. The intercept was allowed to be random, while the slopes were fixed. Fixed effect and
random effect estimates from the historical cycles were obtained and used to generate the current
cycle’s data. That is, for the current cycle, predictor values were sampled from the US sample of
PISA 2018 cycle, while the outcome, math achievement score, was generated with the average
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Figure 4.
Log MSE (FIG. 4a, upper left), Percent bias (FIG. 4b, upper right), Total Effective sample size (FIG. 4c, lower left),
and LOOIC (FIG. 4d, lower right) for Simulation Study 1 (N = 2000). The horizontal axis represents heterogeneity
conditions. Each line within the figures represents methods examined under Bayesian linear regression (BLR), the priors
used under Bayesian dynamic borrowing (BDB) for weak (W2) or strong (W20) borrowing, and the a parameter used for
power priors (PP).

historical intercept as the intercept and ten different kinds of fixed slopes and random effects,
denoted as Condition 1 to Condition 10, similar to those in Simulation Study 1. For Condition
5, the average fixed level-1 slopes and average level-2 variance from five historical cycles were
used to generate the outcome variable in the current data. In Conditions 1 to 4 and Conditions 6
to 9, the outcomes were generated using the fixed slopes and level-2 variance that were 80% less,
50% less, 20% less, 10% less, 10% more, 20% more, 50% more and 80% more of the average
historical slopes and level-2 variance, respectively, to reflect different degrees of heterogeneity.
For Condition 10, coefficients with the opposite sign of the average historical slopes and level-2
variance were used.

With regard to prior choice, similar to the multilevel case study, we assessed the performance
of dynamic priors and compared it to regular non-informative prior, informative prior (based on
average of historical coefficients), complete pooling, and power priors. Specifically, for dynamic
priors, we varied the IG prior for τ 2 at IG(1, 1), IG(1, .1), and IG(1, .001). Results for intermediate
prior conditions are available in the supplementary material. The precision matrix of the random
intercept has a Wishart distribution W(ν, νS−1) where ν takes 1 (weak borrowing) or 20 (strong
borrowing) and S = �′

S��S is the baseline precision where �S is a diagonal matrix whose
diagonal elements are distributed as half-Cauchy(0, 1) and � ∼ LKJCorr(3). For power priors,
again, we varied ah at .25, .50, and .75.
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Figure 5.
LogMSE (Figure. 5a, upper left), Percent bias (Figure. 5b, upper right), Total Effective sample size (Figure. 5c, lower left),
and LOOIC (Figure. 5d, lower right) for Simulation Study 2 (N = 600; 30 Schools, 20 Students Each). The horizontal
axis represents heterogeneity conditions. Each line within the figures represents methods examined under Bayesian linear
regression (BLR), the priors used under Bayesian dynamic borrowing (BDB), and the a parameter used for power priors
(PP).

6.5. Results of Simulation Study 2

For simulation study2,wepresent the results only for the case of 30 schoolswith 20 students in
each school. The results for the other school/student conditions are virtually identical to the 30/20
case and are available in the supplementary material. Figure 5 shows the log MSE (upper left),
percent bias (upper right), TESS (lower left), and LOOIC (lower right) for different combinations
of numbers of schools and numbers of students per school respectively. The columns break the
results into four groups of methods: BLR, BDB with weak borrowing on random effects, BDB
with strong borrowing on random effects, and PP.

These figures basically show similar patterns to the single-level simulation study, though it
must be noted that we find some variations across methods as they pertain to different level-1
and level-2 predictors. Most methods, however, show smaller log MSE (Figure 5a) on coefficient
estimates when there is more homogeneity between the current cycle and historical cycles. The
non-informative prior method is stable across different heterogeneity conditions, while BLR
pooling performs better in the homogeneous conditions (e.g., condition 5) and worse in the
heterogeneity conditions (e.g., condition 10); BDB is mostly stable across conditions and the
prior of the precision matrix has little effect on the estimation of coefficients. Stronger borrowing
in coefficients like IG(1, 0.001)generally leads to smaller logMSEwithBDBbecause the variance
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of the estimator is reduced, even at the price of possibly greater bias. In addition, BDB is much
better than all other methods for student-level standard deviation estimates, and strong borrowing
of the precision matrix works better for estimating school-level variances.

The MSE can be decomposed into squared bias and variance, which are described by bias
and TESS respectively (Figures 5b and 5c). BDB shows much smaller biases in estimates than
other borrowing methods except condition 9 where even non-informative priors leads to large
bias, while pooling and PP are seriously biased under all heterogeneous conditions. Moreover,
BDB shows the smallest bias in the student-level standard deviation, and strong borrowing of
the precision matrix results in smaller bias in the school-level variance than weak borrowing.
According to TESS, BDB usually uses much less information than pooling and PP regardless of
specific priors used, implying that BDB estimators may generally have large variances compared
to complete pooling. Finally, the LOOIC results in Figure 5d confirm that BDB is preferable to
other borrowing methods in its stability across all conditions.

7. Conclusions

Bayesian dynamic borrowing incorporates information from previous relevant data sources
while taking into account the heterogeneity of those data sources with respect to the current data.
While it has attracted more attention in the clinical research area in recent years, it has not been
studied or applied in large-scale assessments or other educational research areas. The purpose of
this paper was to extend the method Bayesian dynamic borrowing from the typical one-parameter
of interest scenario in clinical trials to multilevel models with covariates with specific applications
to large-scale educational assessments and evaluate its performance in two comprehensive case
studies and two simulation studies. In addition, we compared BDB with several commonly used
methods, including Bayesian linear regression with and without pooling of the historical and
current data and power priors. Though not all the popular historical borrowing methods were
included for comparison, this paper may be viewed as a first step of extending BDB to large-scale
assessments and education/psychology areas. Comparison with more recent methods is warranted
for further research.

To summarize, our case studies showed that BDBperformed at least aswell, and in some cases
better, than other methods of borrowing historical information in terms of predictive accuracy as
measured by the LOOIC. As historical effects of interest were relatively heterogeneous from the
current effect of interest, BDB borrowed less compared to other prior conditions indicated by the
total effective sample sizes (TESS).

With respect to our simulation studies, which were designed to mimic the structure of PISA,
we found that BDB also performed at least as well, if not better, than other methods of borrowing
with respect to MSE, percent bias, and LOOIC. Also, we found that BDB generally borrows more
(TESS is larger) when the historical effects of interest are close to the current effect of interest
and borrows less (TESS is smaller) when they are different. Again, this result holds for both the
single-level and multilevel cases and across the sample size conditions.

An important outcome of our study is the finding that historical borrowingmethods, including
BDB, do not perform identically across variables in a model. As alluded to in the introduction, this
may be due to exogenous changes in society as a whole or endogenous changes to the technology
of the assessment that have occurred over time impacting some, but perhaps not all, of the variables
in themodel. It is important, therefore, to determine ifmethods of historical borrowing can account
for these possible changes over cycles of data collection. It is noteworthy that BDB appears overall
to be the most stable across conditions of heterogeneity and across cycles. In any real data setting,
we would advocate a comparison of borrowing methods to ascertain differences in the amount of
borrowing over effects of interest.
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It is important to point out some limitations of this study as they pertain specifically to
application of thesemethods to LSAs. First, we did not account for the psychometricmethods used
to obtain achievement scores—particularly the implementation of plausible value methodology
(Mislevy, 1991; Mislevy, Beaton, Kaplan, & Sheehan, 1992; von Davier, 2013). It would be
necessary to extend BDB to handle plausible values, and one approach advocated by Zhou and
Reiter (2010) for Bayesian inference with multiply imputed data would be to combine draws
from the posterior distributions from each completed data set and use the combined draws to
summarize the posterior distribution. With respect to Bayesian historical borrowing, the draws
from the analysis of each plausible value would be combined and summarized. It is also the
case that the approach by Zhou and Reiter (2010) could, in principle, be used to handle missing
data across cycles of the assessments used for borrowing. Admittedly, this approach to handling
plausible values and/or missing data would add additional computational intensity and we leave
this topic for future research.

Second, we did not account for the sampling weights which are a feature of large-scale
assessments. The problem of sample weighting in Bayesian models generally has been discussed
in Gelman (2007), who declared at the time “Survey weighting is a mess” (pg. 153). Since
then, and with the advent of Stan (Stan Development Team, 2020), it is possible to incorporate
weights directly into the calculation of the likelihood. Another approach advocated by Gelman
(2007) would be multilevel regression with post-stratification (Gelman & Thomas, 1997). Both
approaches would require considerable future research on how to properly choose weights or
post-stratification adjustment cells from historical data on which to adjust parameter estimates,
and is beyond the scope of this paper.

Third, we recognize that as with any other case study and simulation study, the results are not
generalizable to all possible situations that investigators may encounter. Nevertheless, our study
can serve as a framework for examining the sensitivity of results to different choices of borrowing
methods. In particular, should different borrowing methods yield roughly the same findings, then
it might serve as evidence that the historical cycles of data are relatively heterogeneous, whereas
if the results are noticeably different, this might suggest a greater degree of borrowing from
homogeneous data sets and with BDB perhaps yielding more accurate results, particularly when
the focus is cross-validation. We would encourage such sensitivity analyses in practice.

Finally, though not a limitation per se, the methods that we described in this paper are
computationally intensive, even in a high-throughput/high-speed computing environment that
utilizes state-of-the-art MCMC algorithms. The computing time committed to Bayesian dynamic
borrowing is, of course, a function of the number of historical cycles of data, the sample size, and
the dimensionality of the parameter space.

7.1. Other Applications of BDB

Bayesian dynamic borrowing can be applied to other data collection and analysis plans
beyond those described in this paper. In addition to clinical trial situations from which these
methods originally derived, Bayesian dynamic borrowing can be applied to any situation in which
one wishes to utilize comparable historical data. For example, the Early Childhood Longitudinal
Study (NCES, 2018) was conducted twice, once with a cohort of kindergarten children in 1998
and then again with a cohort of kindergarten children in 2011. Investigators interested in growth
and development in the academic and non-academic outcomes among the 2011 cohort can utilize
information from the 1998 cohort via BDB.

We noted earlier that BDB, and other borrowing methods, have focused on applications to
clinical trials and that Viele et al. (2014) alluded to extending BDB to the situation of multiple
covariates.Although the focus of attention in this paperwas to large-scale educational assessments,
it is clear that BDB could be applied to clustered randomized designs where, in non-experimental
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settings, covariates would be required to aid in achieving balance between treatment and control
groups.

To conclude, our results show that Bayesian dynamic borrowing is a prudent choice for
combining information across studies, particularly when the degree of heterogeneity is either
unknown or known to be extreme relative to the current data. Having demonstrated the utility of
Bayesian dynamic borrowing for single and multilevel models, it will be important to examine
the applicability of our method to larger classes of statistical models.
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